Intravenous aspirin challenge as a diagnosis of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs hypersensitivity.
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are a major cause of drug-induced hypersensitivity, called "NSAID hypersensitivity". A confirmative diagnosis is necessary for ensuring drug safety and finding alternative drugs. No reliable test other than direct challenge is diagnostic. An intravenous (IV) aspirin challenge has rarely been tried. To assess the safety and efficacy of the aspirin IV provocation test. A retrospective and descriptive study in a hospital. Clinical data were reviewed in patients who had aspirin IV provocation test with lysine aspirin. In 71 patients suspected of having NSAID hypersensitivity, aspirin IV provocation test was performed. Most provocations were performed on the same day. Forty-three (60.6%) showed a positive response to the challenge. The positive reactions were rescued mostly by antihistamines or glucocorticoids and rarely with bronchodilators and epinephrine. Three patients who showed a negative response to the aspirin challenge were shown to have single-NSAID hypersensitivity. For confirmation of NSAID hypersensitivity in these patients, the sensitivity of the IV aspirin provocation test was 93.5%. Aspirin IV provocation test with lysine aspirin on the same day is safe and efficacious for diagnosing NSAID hypersensitivity.